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WATERSHED PLANNING
Informing local decisions on a watershed scale
Improving water resources requires a change in mindset, with individuals looking
for the opportunity to form collaborative groups that focus on problem solving.
Watershed planning encourages diverse groups to assess water resources within
the boundaries that water itself creates—regardless of political boundaries.
Through conversations, watersheds, cities, and individuals can begin to nail down
what resources are important, what they can do to protect them, and what action
needs to be taken to reach shared goals.
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COMMUNITIES LEADING THE
CHARGE
Many local governments across the
Midwest are participating in watershed
planning processes. Their goal is to engage
and empower residents around water
resources goals.

ONE WATERSHED, ONE PLAN
In Minnesota, the One Watershed, One
Plan (1W1P) program marks a statewide
initiative to create comprehensive
watershed plans, regardless of traditional
county and city boundaries.
Houston Engineering, Inc. (HEI) has been
an instrumental innovator with 1W1P,
guiding partnership groups through the
detailed planning process to create a
clear vision for managing resources within
their watersheds. Each watershed and
local community has different priorities
that reflect the history of the watershed,

from soil health to flood mitigation,
lake protection to groundwater quality,
and more. Through each project, HEI
has gained valuable insights to create a
tailored, robust plan, reflective of local
goals and practical steps to meet those
goals. As the program enters its fourth
round, HEI's team has supported the
following 1W1P groups:

Many planning partnerships are beginning
to take the additional step to assess the
cost-benefit ratio of conservation practices
at a watershed scale. This allows groups to
prioritize projects and achieve water quality
goals in a more cost-efficient manner.

ADDRESSING WATER QUALITY IN
IOWA
HEI's passion for engaging in watershed
planning efforts has also brought us into
Iowa, where we have been instrumental
in developing action plans at the
watershed scale for the Middle Cedar
Watershed and the City of Dubuque.
HEI has integrated the Prioritize, Target,
and Measure Application (PTMApp) with
Iowa's Agricultural Conservation Planning
Framework (ACPF) tool to smart-target the
conservation practices with the most benefit.
This combined approach makes developing
a watershed-focused action plan cheaper,
faster, and more effective by providing
the most cost-effective results based
on local stakeholder goals. The process
also provides targeted mapping and
information that can be used to facilitate
conversations with landowners about where
conservation might fit on their farms.
Our team is excited to continue these
important discussions and refine our
methods to find the best solutions for
complex water quality challenges.

For more info, contact:
Rachel Olm, MS
763.493.6694
rolm@houstoneng.com
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WATERSHED PLANNING PROVIDES A UNIQUE
OPPORTUNITY TO LEVERAGE VALUABLE
EXISTING INFORMATION AND THE EXPERTISE
OF LOCAL COMMUNITY MEMBERS TO CREATE
A GUIDING DOCUMENT THAT IS NOT ONLY
SCIENTIFICALLY ROBUST BUT ALSO ROOTED
IN THE COMMUNITY AND RESOURCES IT IS
DESIGNED TO SERVE.

-RACHEL OLM
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Here are some of our tools used to
facilitate public participation:
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HEI's watershed planning projects
involve gaining public input, sharing
key data in a way that's easy to
understand, and supporting education
and outreach efforts to share the
importance of water quality goals.

Story Maps
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Improving water resources must be
a collaborative effort that involves
community buy-in and support.
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THE PLANNING PROCESS

ENGAGING THE PUBLIC
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LOW-HEAD DAMS
The challenges and the solutions
As European settlers moved west in the
1800s to build towns and farmsteads in
the Upper Great Plains, they encountered
abundant free-flowing rivers and streams.
The arriving settlers harnessed the power
of these waterways and mitigated the
challenges they posed by constructing
numerous low-head dams.
Low-head dams usually consist of a
concrete structure that reaches across a
waterway from one bank to the other and
range in height from a few to several feet.
Water pools upstream of the dam; after
rising high enough, it flows directly over
the dam itself, and the waterway continues
downstream.
From the late 1800s to mid-1900s,
construction of low-head dams was in full
swing. The dams were relatively simple to
construct. With a straightforward design,
the dams brought with them reservoirs for
water supply and irrigation, power for mills,
and more. Seeing these benefits, the dams
became ubiquitous throughout the region.

WHAT'S THE PROBLEM?
Low-head dams provide several benefits,
but those benefits come with a cost. Lowhead dams have earned a dire nickname

that many in the public have already heard:
drowning machines. That title is earned
from a circular current (i.e., roller) that
forms at its base. This recirculation zone
makes it difficult or impossible for people
and other creatures to escape—regardless
of swimming ability. That danger has taken
its toll, especially in the Midwest and Upper
Great Plains.

ABOUT ONE-THIRD OF REPORTED
DROWNING DEATHS AT LOWHEAD DAMS HAVE OCCURRED
IN MINNESOTA, IOWA, AND
PENNSYLVANIA
These dams also create environmental
challenges that, if left unaddressed, can
have (and have had) serious consequences.
Because of their design, aquatic species
cannot travel upstream past most low-head
dams during normal flow conditions. Many
aquatic species can be found downstream
from low-head dams that are no longer
present upstream, and the reduced natural
habitat endangers the well-being of entire
species. In fact, according to a presentation
by the Minnesota DNR, “dam construction
is the most definitive cause of...extinction of
freshwater species.”
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Low-Head
Dam

Many low-head dams
constructed from the 19th to
mid-20th centuries are now
at the end of their operational
life spans. They show signs
of age and degradation, and
ignoring those problems is
not an option. Repairing or
reconstructing a low-head dam
can cost hundreds of thousands
or even millions of dollars.
Local governments must often

shoulder that cost, which can significantly
limit the options available to them.

WHAT'S THE SOLUTION?
In recent years, rock riffle and rock arch
rapids have become effective alternatives
to address the challenges associated
with low-head dams. It’s true that fish
passages—which give fish the means to
bypass a dam and continue upstream—and
other modifications can mitigate some of
the challenges of low-head dams when
removal isn’t an option, but the rapids are
proving a popular alternative when it is.
These constructed rapids consist of several
rows of rocks (i.e., rock riffles or boulder
weirs). Each row creates a small upstream
pool and slows flow velocities. The result is
improved fish passage by providing resting
places and more complex, yet natural,
flow characteristics, which create more
diverse aquatic habitat. The rapids avoid
the creation of the deadly recirculation zone
and also allow aquatic species to navigate
upstream. In places where rock riffle rapids
have replaced low-head dams, aquatic
species previously found only downstream
of the structure were once again found
upstream within a year of construction.

COSTS AND INFORMATION
Whether they replace, rehabilitate, or
reconstruct these dams, decision-makers
must balance the benefits and challenges
of the alternatives against the costs and
funds available. The simplicity of rapids
and the materials needed to construct
them often result in a lower price tag
than to design, reconstruct, operate, and
maintain low-head dams. Regardless of
the chosen alternative, several states offer
technical assistance, tools, and/or funding
programs to help decision-makers. Some

SOLUTION
This small dam (below) on Whisky Creek prevented aquatic species from traveling
upstream. The new rock arch rapids (above) remove that barrier, restoring natural habitat
and spawning habitat.
of these programs provide up to 100% of
the funding to modify existing dams. Other
times, state and federal funding options
can often be matched together to provide
nearly 100% of the required funding.

CHALLENGE

HEI can help clients explore funding
sources and alternatives for those looking
to rehabilitate, reconstruct, or replace
the low-head dams in their care.

For more info, contact:
Erik Jones, PE
701.499.2055
ejones@houstoneng.com

SOLUTION

At Heiberg Dam (left), large concrete "teeth"
were constructed upstream of the rock rapids to
break up ice and reduce the risk of downstream ice
jams. These "teeth" are located at the head of the
rock arch rapids. These concrete structures along
with the downstream rock arch rapids allow easy
aquatic passage while still providing some control
over river ice conditions and water elevation.
This project was partly in response to a previous
dam failure that caused significant damage (below).

CHALLENGE

houstoneng.com
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SOFTWARE SOLUTIONS
High-tech solutions for real-world issues
HEI has been known for more than 50
years as a leader in designing solutions
that stand the test of time. Yet, as new
issues arise, legislation passes, or public
information is gathered, clients face new
hurdles that need proactive solutions.
That's why we started developing web
and mobile applications that make
our clients' work more efficient.
From apiary tracking to drainage
permits, our web and mobile
application developers can create
solutions for nearly any user need.

WATER RESOURCES SOLUTIONS
Over the last two decades, our technology
group has grown to include software
engineers, scientists, and civil engineers
that merge technology with our water
resources solutions to solve our clients'
unique issues. These web and mobile
applications can display a comprehensive
view of water resources in an area—
from compiling survey data to tracking
permits—giving users a complete
understanding of the data they collect.

high agricultural land use, there are many
factors that come into play to ensure these
systems work correctly. Through various
administrative, maintenance, and project
activities taking place on these systems,
drainage authorities have a lot of important
information coming to them from many
different sources. On top of these
professional insights, drainage authorities
rely heavily on public knowledge and
historical data to maintain these systems.
DrainageDB was created to house all this
information in one user-friendly location.
With a dashboard interface, authorities can
get an instant summary of drainage system
activities, reports, and information.
With unlimited users, offline access, a
public portal, and GIS capabilities, our
DrainageDB application has allowed
dozens of organizations to take control of
their drainage systems.

Proprietary applications like DrainageDB
and MS4Front began as projects for
individual clients, then grew to be used by
water management organizations across
the country. Our clients helped identify
common issues needing a solution.

DRAINAGEDB
Drainage authorities and districts across
the Midwest and Great Plains work hard
to keep their drainage systems compliant
with state and federal regulations. With a
DrainageDB
6
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Developed in

2012
25 clients
Available for iOS
and Android

ND Roads Travel App
Access real-time road conditions, road closures, work zones,
camera feeds, and more—all at your fingertips
Available for IOS and Android mobile devices
100,000+ downloads and 7 million+ views since the ND Roads
Travel App has been launched
TRANSPORTATION SOLUTIONS
It's often said that there are two seasons in the Midwest: winter and construction season.
This past record-setting winter left many Midwesterners stranded on closed roads and
stalled during their commutes. To top it off, potholes, construction projects, and potential
flooding sent construction crews scurrying across the region to fix these problems.
Thanks to the ND Roads App—which HEI developed for the North Dakota Department
of Transportation—North Dakotans can stay up-to-date on real-time road
conditions, closures, work zones, camera feeds, and more. Available for
iOS and Android as well as a desktop application, this app has been
downloaded more than 100,000 times and earned awards for its userfriendly design and interface.
View on Desktop:
https://dot.nd.gov/travelinfo/m/
For more info, contact:
Brian Fischer
763.493.6664
bfischer@houstoneng.com

MS4Front is a data management and reporting tool
developed by HEI for MS4 permittees and is used
across the country.

States Using MS4Front

15
For more info on MS4Front, contact:
Joe Lewis
763.493.6673
jlewis@houstoneng.com

UPDATE IN
THE WORKS
Our team is hard at work
updating MS4Front.
Keep an eye out for our
fall/winter newsletter for
news on this exciting
update.
www.ms4front.com

houstoneng.com
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Feature extraction from LiDAR
data showing the top-down view
with imagery background (left)
and perspective view (above).

USING DRONES TO ENHANCE
LIDAR DATA COLLECTION
At the core of any engineering design is data. Reliable, accurate data guides engineers through their design process as they seek to
avoid potential impacts as well as identify the most efficient solution for a project. Significant amounts of survey and aerial imagery are
required for designs. LiDAR and drones have made the process of acquiring this data much more efficient.
LiDAR (Light, Detection, and Ranging) data has been around for decades. Until recently, LiDAR data could only be obtained from the
ground using survey equipment or from the air with an airplane. HEI has teamed with SkySkopes to use their state-of-the-art drone
LiDAR system, which brings a host of benefits to our clients.
Notice the highway pavement striping
registered from the LiDAR data.
That's detailed!

LEARN MORE
HEI's trained staff can remove vegetation from the surface, leaving a detailed view of the terrain.

Drone Benefits vs. Traditional Methods
Flexibility
Vehicle-based LiDAR can only cover and
access so much ground compared to
drones. Traditional aerial LiDAR gathered
from an airplane is expensive to mobilize
compared to drones and involves various
restrictions that can impact cost and
flexibility.

Accuracy
Millions of data points can be captured
using drones to create highly accurate (if
not better) surface models compared to
traditional methods. HEI's team has been
processing immense amounts of raw LiDAR
data for more than 20 years, incorporating
the data into project designs or giving the
processed data directly to the client.

8
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Visit our website to watch
a short video on our drone
capabilities and learn more
about how drones can add
value to your next project.

Cost
Drones require fewer staff to operate
compared to a traditional survey crew.
Traditional surveys can often take weeks
or months to complete a linear project
compared to a matter of hours when using
drones.

houstoneng.com/drones

Safety
Drones can fly over unstable terrain and
busy roadways—even at night. This reduces
safety risks to personnel, reduces impacts
to traffic, and provides flexibility and time
savings. Our drone pilots are fully licensed
with the Federal Aviation Administration
(FAA) and will ensure we're flying in
compliance with safety always in mind.

Chad Qualley
Drone Operations Manager
cqualley@houstoneng.com
701.499.2072

PROJECT

SNAPSHOTS

We'd love to showcase all that we do at HEI, but we'd
run out of pages! Here's a quick overview of some
completed and in-progress projects.

New Lift Stations
Constructed to Maintain
FEMA Accreditation

Judicial Ditch 15 Branch M
Tile Improvement
Renville County, MN

Halstad, MN

A bird’s-eye view of the improved
tile system documents the limited
footprint of the project to minimize
soil compaction while verifying
potential crop damages. This
project increased the capacity of
the drainage system from less than a
1/10-inch drainage coefficient to the
District maximum 3/8-inch drainage
coefficient at an estimated cost of
more than $1 million.

The Halstad Levee,
constructed by the United
States Army Corps of
Engineers in the 1980s,
includes several structures,
10,000 feet of levee, and
6,000 feet of roadway
embankment used as a levee.
This system needed to be
upgraded due to the FEMA
2015 flood insurance study
with revised maps. The Wild
Rice Watershed District, the
City of Halstad, and HEI are
working together to upgrade
the levee system to maintain
the levee’s accreditation. This
work includes new structures,
levee modifications, and
coordinating road raises with
the Minnesota Department of
Transportation to meet the
current levee standards.

10th Street North Storm Sewer
Lift Station Replacement
Fargo, ND
The limited capacity of the existing
pump station that serviced the 10th
Street North underpass area resulted in
frequent flooding. The pump station had
also fallen into disrepair due to its age.
HEI provided the design and modeling
for the new pump station that will be
completed by early summer. Although
the pump station will be owned by the
City of Fargo, the construction was
part of a North Dakota Department of
Transportation reconstruction project
of 10th Street from 4th Avenue North to
12th Avenue North.
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Marsh Water Project
Glencoe, MN
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needs adjacent to the City of Glencoe.
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Wolverton Creek Restoration
and Sediment Reduction Project
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Comstock, MN
HEI developed a comprehensive
watershed solution to correct
the sediment and habitat issues
experienced along Wolverton Creek
and its tributaries. The project involves
stream restoration, expansion of
vegetative buffers, and installation of
sediment best management practices
(BMPs). Shown is the construction
of the two-stage channel that, when
completed, will provide agricultural
flood protection up to a 10-year event.
Phase 1 construction will be completed
in 2019 with remaining phases expected
to be completed by 2020, pending
funding.
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Dubuque County Modeling Project
Dubuque, IA
This
surface
water PTMApp
modeling
to prioritizePTMApp
conservation
Iowaproject
Stream entails
Priority
Resource
Proposed
Area 4 (3)
Centerlines at the Points
Area
(#HUC
12)of Dubuque to maximize
practices
watershed scale for
the
City
PTMApp Area 5 (5)
Cities
PTMApp Area 1 (6)
!
( HUC 12 Outlet
PTMApp Area 6the
(2)
water quality benefits with limited public funds. After completing
County
PTMApp Area 2 (4)
!
( Hydrology
Area 7 (3)
hydro-conditioned digital elevation model of the countyPTMApp
(currently
Catfish Creek
Impaired Stream
PTMApp Area 3 (3)
PTMApp Area 8 (2)
!
(
being
technically
feasible conservation practices
will
Projectcompleted),
Area
2016
0 1.75 3.5
7
be identified by the Agricultural Conservation Planning Framework.
Miles
These practices will then be ingested into the Prioritize, Target, and
Measure Application (PTMApp) to enhance the technically feasible
sites by adding the nutrient and sediment reduction benefits of the
practice as well as the practice cost. This project is expected to be
completed by November 2019.

±
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Featured Service Area

HYDROGEOLOGY
Hydrogeology. For those of us a bit
fuzzy on exactly what this field of
study is all about, we can make a good
guess just by breaking down the word.
“Hydro” has to do with water, and “geo”
relates back to the ground or earth. So
hydrogeology is just the study of how
water interacts with the soils, rocks,
and other materials in the ground.
Hydrogeology has become an important—
but sometimes overlooked—part of
civil engineering and environmental
consulting. And part of that oversight
comes from a lack of understanding about
exactly what hydrogeologists do and
how they can help project owners find
solutions to the challenges they face.

BROWNFIELDS: BRINGING UNUSED
PROPERTIES BACK TO LIFE
The easiest way for public and private
entities to begin understanding how
hydrogeologists can help is to look
at one common service they offer:
brownfield studies. Brad Peschong, who
leads hydrogeological services at HEI,
offered a quick explanation about how
hydrogeologists work with brownfields.
Brownfields, he explained, refer to

existing properties that (1) are under- or
un-utilized and (2) have perceived or real
environmental impairments.
Earlier in Brad’s career, before he joined
HEI, a developer wanted to construct a
new hotel next to an existing golf course.
The developer asked Brad to perform a
brownfield study because the area used to
serve as an uncontrolled and unregulated
landfill. Brad’s first step was to confirm
whether an environmental impairment
existed. Unsurprisingly, the answer was yes.
This led to a more thorough and indepth investigation to determine the
boundaries of the former landfill, what sort
of environmental hazards or challenges
(including soil or groundwater exposure)
it might pose to occupants and users of
the property, and whether potentially
hazardous or explosive soil vapors were
present.

PUBLIC FUNDS ARE AVAILABLE
FROM MANY SOURCES TO PERFORM
BROWNFIELD STUDIES AND
REVITALIZE UNUSED PROPERTIES

Brownfield assessments help sites with environmental impairments return to a
usable state, be it for commercial development or recreation.
10
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The idea behind a brownfield assessment
is to help a project move forward with a
fuller understanding of the realities of a
site. After Brad presents the information
he finds, developers can make the
appropriate accommodations and take
precautions to ensure that their site is safe
for future use. This might mean placing
an environmental covenant on a property
with restrictions like not using groundwater
for consumption, not constructing a
basement, or installing a sub-slab vapor
recovery system to reduce the potential
for adverse soil vapors from impacting
occupants. Successful brownfield projects
return underutilized properties to a state
where they produce value for their owners,
provide services to their communities,
and contribute tax dollars into the public
coffers.

Brad Peschong offers nearly 40 years of
hydrogeology experience to HEI's clients.

Hydrogeologists help ensure that landfills and other sites with the potential to contaminate groundwater and soils are developed
properly, protecting drinking water and natural habitats.

PROTECTING THE WATER
Although it might not appear so at
first glance, safety is a big part of a
hydrogeologist’s job (and not just
with brownfields). That’s because
hydrogeologists protect things that we
sometimes take for granted or don’t realize
need protecting—like our drinking water.
For example, when a landfill expands with
a new cell to contain additional waste,
a geotechnical firm will prepare for that
expansion by taking soil core samples
throughout the area. The hydrogeologist
then brings insight that helps engineers
better understand those samples and what
their practical impacts will be on the site.
If the geotechnical assessment encounters
a layer of sandstone—which groundwater
flows through—at three different drilling
sites, the hydrogeologist must determine
whether those layers of sandstone connect.
The sandstone in the samples may be part
of a single continuous interconnected
formation, or there may be separate
intervals (horizontally disconnected by
intervals of clay and other materials)
that will prevent groundwater from
moving freely. All this dictates where
groundwater will flow, and the insights
of the hydrogeologist ensure that
landfills protect against and monitor for
contaminants in the right places. The
topography on the surface doesn’t always
match what’s happening underground,
and groundwater in adjacent monitoring
wells can move in unexpected directions
if the geology is not taken into account.
Without the hydrogeologist, contaminants
and environmental concerns might

go undetected and unmitigated,
endangering drinking water and habitat.

MEASURING THE WATER
Hydrogeologists not only help preserve
the quality of water but also determine
whether there’s enough of it to go around.
When a city or county looks to dig a new
well for water supply, they need to make
sure they’re digging in the right place.
A hydrogeologist can help locate an
aquifer and determine its size, how
quickly it recharges, and the volume of
water it can realistically provide under
normal conditions. This ensures that
cities and counties don’t invest hundreds

of thousands or even millions of dollars
into constructing new water supply wells
for aquifers that recharge too slowly to
provide for their needs.
From site development to waste
management to water supply and quality,
hydrogeologists bring fresh insights and
valuable expertise to a wide range of
projects.

For more info, contact:
Brad Peschong, PG
605.271.0378
bpeschong@houstoneng.com

Hydrogeologists can determine whether a water supply source has the capacity to
support a growing community or new development.
houstoneng.com
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EMPLOYEE SPOTLIGHT
Rusten with his
wife, Lisa, and
three sons, Rylan,
Renden, and
Reagan

Rusten Roteliuk brings
a unique background
into HEI's Minot office:
he has the perspective
and insight of a potential
client (having worked as
a Civil Engineer for Grand
Forks and a City Engineer
for Minot) and the skill
set of a new sector for
HEI (having previously
worked as a Geotechnical
Engineer).
Outside of work, if
you can't find Rusten
serving his community
through worship or with
his family on a weekend
trip for one of his sons'
seasonal sports, you'll
most likely find him on
Lake Sakakawea enjoying
the summer weather
or making continuous
improvements to his lake
lot.

Fun Facts

Getting to know

Rusten Roteliuk

Family: "Rylan and
Renden are adopted (both
pretty much from birth);
Reagan, however, is not
adopted (surprise!)."

Q&A

What was the most unusual
or interesting job you’ve ever
had?
Probably as a Geotechnical
Engineer, just because there
are not many geotechnical
engineers out there. It was
unusual because although I
worked on a large number of
projects, I only worked on very
small portions of them. I worked
on projects as small as single
family home additions to as
large as entirely new gas plants.

geotechnical aspects of pipeline
crossings below railroad tracks
for a phase of the NAWS
pipeline north of Minot.

Tell us about the projects you
are currently working on at HEI.
The primary project I am
working on at the moment
is the Northwest Area Water
Supply (NAWS). I am currently
working with the foundations for
the new biota treatment plant
that will be constructed near
Max, ND. I am also working on

What do you enjoy doing
outside of work?
Outside of work I spend as
much time as possible with
my boys. The older ones play
hockey, spring soccer, football,
and baseball. Rylan is also in the
5th grade band, and Renden
is enrolled in Children’s Music
Academy. Winters are busy with
two boys in hockey. Rylan is

12
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I also helped facilitate the first
flood elevation certificate for
the Minot office, which has been
the first project with HEI that I
have seen from start to finish. It
was pretty rewarding as it was
a relative of my wife that we
helped so they could get the
correct flood insurance.

now traveling for activities so
we spent quite a few weekends
in hotels. Summer weekends
are mostly spent at Lake
Sakakawea. We purchased a lot
near Garrison, ND, a few years
back and have been making
improvements every year.
Where's the most interesting
place you've traveled?
I'm not much of a traveler, but
we recently took the family to
Disney World. That was quite an
adventure with the three boys.

Special Skill: "I finished
the basement of our
house, including framing,
sheetrocking, plumbing,
wiring, cabinet installation,
and flooring. At our lake
lot, we built a 40 ft x 60 ft
shop. It was mostly me, my
father-in-law, and a buddy
that camps with us that built
the shop, with professional
help only for the concrete
and shingles."

Rusten's family at Disney World

Getting to know

Moriya Rufer
Moriya at the Fish Lake Dam fish passage
improvement project in Pelican Rapids, MN
Growing up in the land of 10,000 lakes helped Moriya Rufer learn the importance of
clean water at a young age. Spending summers at her family’s lake cabin on Leech Lake
inspired her future career of working to protect the lakes and streams we all enjoy.
Moriya received her BA in Biology from the College of St. Benedict and then went on to
get her MS in Entomology from the University of Minnesota–Twin Cities. Prior to joining
HEI, Moriya worked at the RMB Environmental Laboratories in Detroit Lakes for 12 years,
where she coordinated the volunteer lakes monitoring program and was involved in the
county water planning and aquatic invasive species planning in northern Minnesota.

Moriya with her husband,
Sam, and their kids,
Marielle and Bastian

Outside of work, Moriya serves on the Detroit Lakes Community and Cultural Center
Board, where she can use her passion for art and music to give back to her community.
She also volunteers at local schools, where she brings in live aquatic insects, minnows,
and leeches and talks about water quality and the food web with the kids.

Q&A
How did you first learn about HEI and what made you interested in working here?
In my career at RMB Labs, I worked with HEI on many projects, including civic engagement
on Watershed Restoration and Protection Strategies (WRAPS) and the Fish Lake Dam Fish
Passage Improvement Project. When an opportunity to join the HEI team arose, I jumped
at it to be involved in large projects and be
part of a team with such technical depth
and creative problem-solving capabilities.

Fun Facts

did a semester abroad
in South Africa during
undergrad

spends as much time on
the lake as possible in
the summer months

interned at the Shedd
Aquarium in Chicago
working with beluga
whales, dolphins, sea
otters, and seals

Tell us about a project you are
currently working on.
I am just finishing up the Pine River Watershed
One Watershed, One Plan. This plan covers
the Whitefish lakes area north of Brainerd
and is a protection-focused plan (there
are little to no impairments*). I have been
working with northern Minnesota Board of
Water and Soil Resources and Minnesota
DNR staff for 10 years on lake protection
strategies, so it was fun to incorporate
these strategies and methods in the plan.
What do you like most about your job/role?
I love being able to solve problems in
creative ways and being part of a team
with such technical depth. I also enjoy
working with staff across the firm from
my remote office in Detroit Lakes.

*An impaired lake has water quality issues tagged by the Minnesota Pollution Control Agency.

houstoneng.com
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NEWS AND EVENTS
RETIREMENT

WELCOME

MARK DEUTSCHMAN

NEW EMPLOYEES

After 21 years of
exceptional service
and leadership, Mark
Deutschman retired
from HEI at the end of
2018.
Ericka Beito, EIT
Engineer I

Kyle Block
Technician I

Mike Cummins
Technician II

Mark Fodness
Technician II

Jake Henderson
Financial Management
Consulting Analyst

Scott Kronholm, PhD
Scientist II

Karleen Kurvink
Administrative
Assistant

Jake Larson
GIS Analyst I

Teri Maslow
Engineering
Specialist

Thomas Moore, MS
GIS Analyst I

Travis Nelson
Technician II

Brad Peschong, CPG
Hydrologist III

"We want to thank
Mark for his years of
dedication and service," states Jeff LeDoux,
President/CEO. "Mark has been key to the
growth and success of HEI, particularly
the Maple Grove Office. HEI wouldn’t be
what it is today without Mark’s leadership.
We wish him the best of luck in his future
endeavors.”
Mark started HEI's Maple Grove office,
which has grown to more than 50 staff,
and launched our Iowa efforts just a couple
years ago. This growth is due largely in
part to his sharp insights into what our
valued clients want from a consultant. Mark
mentored Maple Grove staff on building
meaningful relationships with clients to
serve them well. One of his lessons that has
stuck with staff is, "Business development is
about creating relationships. If you create a
relationship, the work will follow." As many
of our clients know, Mark's top priority was
to always deliver the best solutions that
serve our clients' best interests, because
when our clients are successful, we are
successful.
Thank you for your leadership and service,
Mark! We wish you well in your future
endeavors.

Brad Pfeifer, PE
Project Manager

Moriya Rufer, MS
Scientist III

1. The Grey Cloud Channel Restoration and

Isaac Tafelmeyer
Engineer I

Spenser Wipperfurth
Engineer I

3. Greg Thompson was named in Prairie
Business’ 40 Under 40 list for 2018 in their

the North Dakota Society of Professional

Honor Award for 2019. The South Washington

December issue. This list recognizes the

Engineers and the Gateway to Science

Watershed District and various agencies

northern Plains’ top 40 business professionals

coordinated Discover Engineering—an event

developed a restoration project for the

from a variety of industries under the age of 40

at the Kirkwood Mall in Bismarck, ND. Kids

Grey Cloud Channel, a meander loop of the

for their hard work inside the business world as

learned engineering and science through

Mississippi River that was severed for more

well as in their community. Congratulations for

hands-on activities led by engineers across

than 50 years. Project Manager Greg Bowles

receiving this well-earned honor, Greg!

the state. Several HEI staff hosted a table

accepted the award at the banquet. Congrats
to all involved!

demonstrating static electricity to spark
4. Alan Kemmet was chosen as the 2019
Young Engineer of the Year for Chapter 3

2. The ND Ready Mix & Concrete Products
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5. To kick off Engineers Week in February,

Crossing project received the ACEC/MN's

the kids’ interest and attention in everyday
electricity.

of the North Dakota Society of Professional

Association has recognized the 2nd

Engineers (NDSPE). This award "recognizes an

Street/Downtown Reconstruction Flood

outstanding young engineer for educational

across our firm from beer and cocoa

Management Project with its Gold Star Award

achievements, professional society activities,

exchanges, to games and decorating contests.

for the Bridge/Water Feature Category.

technical activities, civic and humanitarian

Multiple companies worked together not

activities, continuing competence, engineering

only on this project but also on the award

achievements, and professional experience."

Year Award by the Thief River Falls Chamber

nomination. Project Manager Randy Engelstad

Alan is a key member of HEI's water supply

of Commerce during their annual banquet.

(third from right) accepted the award with the

team and is deeply involved in the NAWS

She was selected for the award for her work

team. Congrats to all involved!

project. Congrats, Alan!

Spring/Summer 2019

6. HEI hosted a number of holiday celebrations

7. Beth Iliff was awarded the Volunteer of the

1

2

3
4

6

5

with the Thief River Falls Downtown

7

Development Association (DDA), a
committee of the Chamber. Beth serves as
Co-Chair of the DDA Committee, served on
the Community Branding Committee, and
has volunteered at various Chamber events
during the past few years. Photo courtesy
of the Chamber's Facebook page.
8. HEI hosted employees for a night of
bowling in celebration of Engineers Week.

8

The winning team included Gabe Bladow;
Jerry Bents and his wife, Tracie; and Wade
Opsahl.
Want to learn more about our culture and
what's happening inside HEI?
Follow us on social media and visit our
website to stay connected.

houstoneng.com

houstoneng.com
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A NEW TWIN CITIES OFFICE FOR HEI
With a lease ending in December 2018 and the
conversion of our conference room to office
space, it was clear that we had outgrown
our current Maple Grove Office. Our search
began for a new space to call home that could
accommodate our projected growth over the
next 10 years.
Office Manager Bart Schultz assembled a
diverse team of staff and consultants to find
and design the perfect new space. Staff were
polled to identify needs, wants, and preferred
areas to conduct the search. The consensus
was that we wanted to stay in Maple Grove,
and we wanted to be more accessible to our
clients.
Our new Twin Cities office in Maple Grove is modern, open, and bright—the perfect setting to serve
our clients and employees! “It’s a great space for our staff, a place to accommodate our growth, and
a place to connect with our clients,” Bart remarked. See more photos and learn about our partners at
houstoneng.com.

The answer came in the form of a modern,
industrial-inspired space with open ceilings
and lots of natural light. The final design is
bold and energetic with lots of textures and
colors that connect traditional office
spaces with open, collaborative spaces.

OPEN HOUSE
Please join us to kick off our next chapter and see
the office space for yourself!

Thursday, May 23 (4 pm – 7 pm)*
7550 Meridian Circle North, Suite 120
Maple Grove, MN 55369
*RSVPs are appreciated (by 5/13): jmoy@houstoneng.com
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